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the mechanics are physics for mechanics, and it is fully dynamic. autosport.repack-r.g.mechanics will
sell 100% of the vehicles, and an incredible amount of customizations and another 100% of the cars.

in addition to the final product described above, the following features are also included in this
package an easy to use graphical user interface generate a race course for motorsport in the full

range of roca classes supports all types of hard- and software tools supports roca race management
can be manually or programmed supports a real-time broadcast supports multiple drivers supports

multiple teams supports multiple rounds accuracy, precision, ease of use, convenience and
versatility- these are the characteristics of the rules and software associated with

grid.autosport.repack-r.g.mechanics. the software package is easy to read, manipulate and can be
run quickly. this user-friendly package allows designers to generate race grids for both motor racing
and top gear race my autos. for those who might not know what the software does- it generates a
simulated racing course based on a perfect cross-section of the roca. the designer enters start and
finish places, set the length of the track, and the number of laps. the software calculates the space
required for the race and the distance between each lap. finally, the software generates your race

points based on the laps completed for you. unlike other packages which will simply generate a race
course, this package allows designers to enter the role of a broadcaster. this allows the programmer
to put the software into broadcast mode. in this mode, the software displays the race as if it is live.

the simulator can be viewed from anywhere within the program.
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